The latest revision of the Internal Ratings Based approach of the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision's New Capital Accord Proposal for retail portfolios contains a significant innovation relative to previous versions: the recognition that, for revolving credits, future margin income will be available to cover losses before a bank's capital is threatened. We assemble a mini-portfolio of revolving exposures and we compare the capital charges generated by the latest Basel's formula with the capital charges generated by two possible earnings-at-risk internal capital allocation models. We find that in general, Basel's capital ratios are closer to those generated by our models for the groups with lower credit risk. We attribute the discrepancies to the different ways Basel and our models account for future margin income, to Basel assumptions about asset correlations, and to one our models taking macroeconomic conditions explicitly into account. JEL Classification Codes: G0, G2.
Introduction
Many large retail financial institutions have developed models to assess credit risk and to allocate their economic capital to different segments of their portfolios.
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A strong incentive to develop these models was provided in part by the release by the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS henceforth) in 1999 of a consultative paper on a New Basel Capital Accord (NBCA, see BCBS, 1999 ) that will eventually replace the one currently in force, and of its subsequent revisions and proposed implementation details (BCBS, 2001 and BCBS, 2003) . It is interesting to compare the capital allocations resulting from models that could conceivably be used internally by banks to those resulting from the application of the NBCA proposal. We believe that this exercise is particularly useful for retail portfolios, which have received little attention in the literature compared to, say, commercial portfolios, and which are allowed, under the latest (as of this writing) revision of the NBCA, to subtract a proxy for future margin income from the credit loss-based capital ratios. We present two possible capital allocation models -one relatively simple, the other more complex -that try to capture some key features of retail lending, with an emphasis on the relationship between future margin income and credit losses. We assemble and segment a mini portfolio of revolving exposures consisting of test credit card accounts that span a wide range of the credit spectrum and calculate capital ratios for each segment according to the models and to the new Basel formula. Our conclusion is that the current version of the proposal produces capital allocations that are close to those generated by the models for low-risk segments, while the discrepancies can be substantial for higher-risk segments. We identify several factors that could account for the differences, including the way the NBCA approximates future margin income, its assumptions about asset correlations, and the fact that one of our models explicitly takes macroeconomic conditions into account, while the NBCA does not.
The new accord is aimed at correcting some problems with the existing accord -above all, the less than perfect consideration given to credit risk in the determination of capital ratios and the incentive for institutions to engage in so-called "regulatory arbitrage," i.e. the selection of exposures as a function of regulatory capital ratios. To avoid these problems the new accord proposes three alternative regimes: the "standardized" (similar to the current accord but with more risk differentiation), the "foundation IRB" (for internal ratings based) and the "advanced IRB." The IRB approaches will have banks segment the portfolio according to their own criteria (although guidelines on segmentation are provided) and then apply a given formula to determine the capital ratio for each given segment. Banks that opt for the foundation regime would have to provide only one input to the formula, namely, the probability of default for loans in each segment; banks that opt for the advanced regime will have to also provide estimates of loss given default, exposure at default, and maturity. In this paper we focus on the advanced IRB approach, as no foundation approach is allowed for retail institutions, and the standardized approach does not differentiate nearly enough with respect to risk to be comparable with internal models.
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Revolving retail portfolios are very different from commercial portfolios, in terms of number of accounts, exposures at default, loss given default, and probabilities of default. When pricing revolving retail loans, banks take future portfolio losses into account, so accounts that do not charge off are supposed to pay for themselves and for those that default as well (and to make a profit on top of that). Given the high granularity of retail portfolios, this future income can be counted on as it does not depend on a small number of accounts. Therefore, future margin income is there to cover credit losses before a bank has to use its capital. For this reason the BCBS now allows 75% of the expected loss to be subtracted from the capital allocation resulting from the original formula because, since the loss is expected, it would have been priced for from the beginning.
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Recognizing that segments with a high probability of default might not be able to generate all the expected future margin income if too many accounts default, the BCBS introduced a provision that states that an institution will be allowed to subtract future margin income from capital only for those segments that it can prove having historically produced future margin income in excess of its expected losses plus two standard deviations of the annualized loss rate. If this provision was not there, the new proposal would say that the higher the expected loss of a segment, the higher the future margin income it will be able to generate. While it might be true that segments with high probabilities of default might be able to assess very high interest rates and fees, they might only be able to collect a small fraction of them, as accounts that default typically do so not just on their principal but also on their contractually assessed interest and fees.
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While there exist a few modelling frameworks for commercial loans that are relatively standardized (models such as CreditMetrics, KMV, etc.), the same cannot be said for the retail sector. Some lenders use versions of those commercial models modified to suit their specific needs. A better approach, however, either currently used by or in the works for many institutions, is to develop a framework that takes into account the peculiar features of retail lending. We present two such possible modelling frameworks in sections 2 and 3 (a one-factor and a multi-factor model, respectively), and we compare the capital allocations 2 The standardized retail approach states that all exposures should have a 6% capital ratio (or 75% risk weight), except for those more than 90 days past due, which should have a 12% ratio, and those included in BB-rated securitization tranches, which should have a 28% capital ratio.
3 The first circulated version of Basel's formula for revolving retail allowed for 100% of expected losses to be subtracted from the capital allocation, and a subsequent one allowed 90%.
4 A previously circulated version of this paper made precisely this point and concluded that the version of the NBCA that was circulated at the time, which did not include this provision, grossly underestimated the capital requirements of high-credit-risk segments. they generate to those produced by the new Basel formula.
Our results indicate that Basel's ratios for low risk segments are very close to our onefactor model's ratios, especially when computed assuming a constant loss given default (LGD) across segments. Interestingly, when we relax that assumption and recognize that different segments might have different LGDs, the relationship between probability of default and capital ratios is not monotonic for our data set, both according to Basel and according to our model. On the one hand, account groups with low probability of default in our data set have an LGD that is higher than that for accounts at the other end of the spectrum. On the other hand, the pricing of products offered to groups of accounts with lower probability of default is different from the pricing of products offered to accounts with higher probability of default and typically generates less revenue as a percentage of the outstanding balances. The combination of these two facts leads to capital ratios for some higher-risk segments that can be lower than those for some lower-risk ones.
We find it also interesting to explore how capital ratios for different risk groups are affected by macroeconomic conditions. To this end we determine the capital ratios for our segments using a multi-factor model where the factors are some explicitly identified macroeconomic variables. Although our framework can be interpreted as also including risks other than credit risk, such as regulatory and legislative risk, we conclude that groups with low credit risk respond less to macroeconomic conditions than groups with high credit risk. As a consequence the capital ratios for the latter groups are much higher than those indicated by either Basel or the one-factor model.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we present our one-factor model, which is based on the same loss distribution as Basel, but accounts for future margin income in a different and, we believe, more realistic way; we calibrate it according to our data set, compute the capital ratios it implies, and compare them to Basel's. In section 3 we do the same for our multi-factor model. Section 4 concludes.
A One-Factor Credit Risk Model with Future Margin Income
In the corporate exposure literature it has become standard to assume that a firm will default on its debt when the value of its assets falls below a certain threshold at or before time T ; it is often assumed that this threshold is the value of the firm's liabilities (KMV, 1993 and RiskMetrics Group, 1997) .
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Here we assume that there are N consumers and that the default of a consumer occurs under the same circumstances, i.e., when the value of his/her assets, denoted by V i (T ), falls below a certain threshold K i . The typical assumption is that the value of a consumer's asset at the desired horizon is standard-normally distributed, i.e., V i (T ) ∼ Φ(0, 1), and that the value at the present time is zero, i.e., V i (0) = 0. We also could assume that the V i are correlated across consumers according to a certain correlation matrix Σ. The threshold below which a consumer defaults would then be related to the probability of default p i of that consumer:
The model as outlined above can easily be implemented only if the number of obligors N is small, as it requires the specification of N probabilities of default and N (N − 1)/2 correlations. For a typical retail portfolio where N can be equal to several million, this specification is clearly impractical and further assumptions are required to make even this simple version of the model tractable; here we follow the analysis in Schönbucher (2000) and Vasicek (1987) . We start by assuming that the value of all consumers' assets is driven by a single common factor Y and an idiosyncratic noise component i :
where Y, i ∼ N (0, 1) and i.i.d. Here ρ represents the common correlation coefficient among all consumers' assets. Note that according to (1), given a realization y of the common factor Y , the asset values and the defaults are independent.
To further simplify the model, we assume that all consumers within a risk segment have the same probability of default p and, therefore, the same default threshold K. This assumption is a reasonable approximation if applied to a sufficiently homogeneous segment of the overall portfolio. We also assume that the exposure is the same for all consumers, and we set it equal to B/N .
We are interested in determining the probability that n out of the N total consumers will default. In the case of independence across consumers, i.e., if ρ = 0, the probability of n defaults is given by the binomial probability function:
In the general case of non-zero correlation, the probability of n defaults has to be computed by averaging over all possible realizations of Y:
where the conditional probability of n defaults given a realization y of Y is again given by the binomial distribution:
Finally, the probability of default conditional on a realization y is, using equation (1):
Substituting equations (4) and (5) into (3), we obtain the probability of n defaults:
Equation (6) can be solved numerically, or the model can be simulated a large number of times to determine a probability function for losses that will converge to (6).
Equation (6) is valid for any number of exposures N . If N is very large, as it typically is in the case of retail portfolios, a further simplification of the model is possible, as shown by Schönbucher (2000) . Since, conditional on the realization of y, defaults happen independently of each other, as N tends to infinity the law of large numbers ensures that the fraction of accounts that default will be equal to the default probability: Pr(X = p(y)|Y = y) = 1, where X is a random variable indicating the fraction of defaulted accounts, i.e., X = n/N . The expression for the probability of default is still given by equation (5). In this case it is easier to work out an expression for the PDF of x rather than its density. We can write:
where 1 is the indicator function and y * is defined so that p(−y * ) = x and p(y) ≤ x for y > −y * , i.e.:
Combining all these results, we can write an expression for the PDF of the fraction of losses:
If we denote the total outstanding balances by B, if we assume that each customer in a given segment of the portfolio carries the same balance, and if we express the recovery rate as γ ∈ [0, 1] , we have that the loss at time T implied by a fraction x of consumers defaulting is:
Since γ and B are constants at the beginning of the period, the PDF of L has the same characteristics as (9).
7 So far we have described the probability distribution of credit losses.
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To make the model comparable with the NBCA proposal for revolving retail, we need to also model FMI. Once we do this, we will be able to subtract our measure of FMI from the tail loss at a given confidence interval and obtain an economic measure of capital. In other words, our capital definition will be based on the tail economic loss, rather than the tail credit loss. The economic loss will be given by the difference between projected income over one year minus the tail credit loss and minus the expenses needed to generate that income.
Suppose the financial institution lends B 0 dollars to a certain segment at the beginning of the time horizon. Between time 0 and time T the company will sustain some losses L, but will also collect some revenue R and will have some expenses S. Revenue is generated by the collected finance charges (interest income) and fees (non-interest income) on performing accounts; expenses are incurred to finance the part of B 0 in excess of the company's capital (interest expenses), as well as to market the product, service the accounts and pay for overhead (non-interest expenses). Interest income is obviously related to the initial balances B 0 , but it is also related to the loss L, since finance charges assessed on non-performing accounts will not in general be collected. If we denote the rate applied to outstanding balances by r f and collected interest income by R f , we have:
In a similar way, non-interest income is related to both initial balances and losses. Here we assume that non-interest income is a constant fraction of outstanding balances, even if fees are assessed in dollar terms rather than as a percentage of balances. Given the assumption that all accounts within the same segment carry the same balance, this is equivalent to 7 Here we assume that, at default, the loss will be the balance B minus the recovery rate γ. The fact that, in the real world, people might default for more than the average balance can be dealt with in our framework by modifying γ (we can denote it by γ * ). For example, if the average balance for a certain segment is $1,000, the credit limit is $2,000, the recovery rate γ is 20%, but people who default really default for the whole $2,000, then we would set γ * = −0.6. In general γ * can be computed as γ * = 1 − k(1 − γ), where k is the multiple of the average balance that is lost at default.
8 Gordy (2002) provides a general framework for risk-factor models and shows that, if the portfolio is infinitely granular, a capital allocation based on the tail of the credit loss distribution is portfolio invariant if there is only one factor.
assuming that a constant fraction of consumers in each segment pays the annual fee, the late fee, the over-limit fee, and all the other applicable fees. If we denote this constant fraction by λ and non-interest income by R λ , we have:
Total revenue is therefore given by R = R f + R λ :
Interest expense is also related to the initial outstanding balances, since that (minus the capital the firm holds) is the amount that needs to be financed. If we call C the capital held, the amount to be financed is B 0 − C. Since financing has to occur at the beginning of the period, any loss incurred after that still needs to be financed. If r b is the average cost of funds applicable to that particular segment, 10 interest expense will therefore be:
As with non-interest income, we assume that non-interest expenses are incurred on a per-account basis and, therefore, are a constant percentage, denoted as ψ, of outstanding balances, since we assume a constant per-account balance. Again, recoveries and losses are not assumed to affect ψ.
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Non-interest expenses are therefore S ψ = ψB 0 , and total expenses are:
Putting together equations (10), (13) and (15) we can write an expression for the balances at the end of the period, B T :
Since x is stochastic with a PDF given by (9), B T is stochastic as well, and its distribution is completely determined by that of x. If B T < B 0 , the company or segment will have suffered an economic loss; it will have shown a profit if B T > B 0 . In percentage terms the profit or loss is
where G(F (x), c) is the probability distribution of π B , which depends on equation (9), and c = C/B 0 . The capital charge will be given by the left tail of G(F (x), c) at an appropriate percentile.
Note that in equation (17) π B depends on c, the capital ratio, but c depends in its turn on π B . The determination of the capital charge, and of the distribution of π B , is therefore an iterative process: one can start with an arbitrary capital charge, compute the percentage return distribution and from it a new capital ratio; then use this new capital ratio to repeat the process until the capital ratio converges. Formally, we can write:
where f α denotes the α-percentile of G(F (x), c k−1 ) . Equation (18) shows that the capital ratio c is the fixed point of a difference equation. Since r b < 1, the solution to (18) will converge to a certain c, which will depend on all the other parameters. We can easily solve for such c by noting that
, where x α is that fraction of defaults such that the probability of x α or fewer defaults happening will be exactly α, or F (x α ) = α, with F (x α ) given by (9). Using equations (16) and (18), we can therefore write:
from which it follows that the capital ratio c for each segment is:
Note that c is defined as the α-percentile of the earnings distribution
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. A bank will have to hold capital to face potential negative earnings and, therefore, c is in general a negative 13 Here earnings are intended in an economic sense rather than GAAP.
number, which becomes larger in absolute value (i.e., more negative) as x α increases and γ decreases. It is possible, at least in principle, that a certain portfolio generates a very high net income relative to its tail loss and that, based on equation (20), c will be zero or positive.
14 Since a positive c would imply that a bank will have to hold negative capital, we redefine c as:
The new Basel proposal uses the following formula to obtain the capital ratio for each given probability of default:
where p · LGD is the expected loss and α is the desired percentile, i.e., α = 0.999 for a 99.9% confidence level.
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The Basel formula is obviously related to our model, as it can be obtained from the same one-factor loss model.
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Note that the first term of equation (22) can be derived from equation (9). The latter gives the probability that the fraction of defaults will be less than any given number x. We are interested in particular in x α , which can be found by inverting equation (9):
and therefore:
Equation (22) is obtained by multiplying the loss by the LGD (or 1 − γ in our notation) and by approximating future margin income by 75% of the expected loss. The only difference with our model is in the way we account for FMI.
14 This doesn't typically happen in the real world, where the competition for accounts with low tail losses forces the net income generated by those portfolios to be relatively low.
15 One odd feature of equation (22) is that for probabilities of default higher than about 67%, the capital that a bank is required to hold actually starts decreasing. This obviously might leave some risk managers feeling a little uneasy, but, also 67% is obviously a huge probability of default, not likely to be seen in most portfolios. Moreover, the FMI qualification criterion likely would disqualify any hypothetical segments with that kind of probability of default from revolving retail treatment.
16 Although they do not focus on retail portfolios, Gordy (2002) and Wilde (2001) , also show the relationship between a one-factor model and previous versions of the Basel formula.
Determination of the Model's Parameters
We calibrate our model based on a mini-portfolio that we assembled, consisting of six different risk groups from the overall Capital One database of "test" solicitations.
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We selected accounts from two different products, which we label Product 1 and Product 2; as described in Table 1 , Product 1 is a low-margin, low-credit-risk product, whereas Product 2 has a high margin and is riskier, in terms of probability of default.
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Also note that Risk Group 3 is the only one in our data set that does not satisfy the FMI qualification criterion that future revenue should be in excess of twice the loss standard deviation. We then segmented each product in three homogeneous risk groups, based on probability of default; given the nature of the two products, it turns out that the lowest p for Product 2 is higher than the highest p for Product 1. Note that the products and groups within each product were purposefully selected to span the whole credit spectrum, rather than to match the actual portfolio of any real-world credit card company; this is ideal for our analysis, since we can study capital allocations for a large range of probabilities of default not normally seen in traditional, actual portfolios.
Because of confidentiality issues, we cannot disclose the information relative to the exact probabilities of default of each risk group, or to their income, expenses, and specific losses. However, below we use data pertinent to each segment as inputs to the model to obtain theoretical capital ratios for each of them. We use historical averages over the time period spanned by our data set, which goes from January 2000 to February 2003 and therefore includes the 2001 recession.
The only other input needed by the model is the asset correlation. Estimating the asset correlation coefficient is problematic. The BCBS has provided specific mappings between probability of default p and asset correlation ρ for different portfolios for every iteration of the consultative paper (see BCBS 1999 BCBS , 2001 BCBS and 2003 . The latest mapping (BCBS, 2003) for revolving retail portfolios is:
1 − e −50 + 0.11
According to this formula, the asset correlation varies between 11% for very low probability of default segments to 2% for segments with p in excess of about 10%.
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As a first approximation we will use it in the calculations here. We would like to spend a few words, however, cautioning that the model is sensitive to this parameter. In particular, if ρ is even a few percentage points higher than what Basel assumes, capital for high-p segments can be sharply higher. Similarly, if ρ is lower than what Basel says for low-p segments, their capital can be drastically reduced.
We also note that the price to be paid in case asset correlation is, say, constant within a portfolio, or, even worse, in case it actually slopes up with p, is potentially very high. This is because a downward sloping relationship between ρ and p mitigates the size of extreme losses, and a lower ρ would make the loss distribution less tail-heavy. If in reality the two effects do not offset each other, or worse if they reinforce each other, this could lead to a gross underestimation of the size of extreme losses. We do not attempt here to estimate asset correlations from our data, since they span a time horizon of only a few years, with only one minor recession (at least from a consumer-retail point of view). We will, however, derive a set of "implied" asset correlations from our multi-factor model in section 3.1 below.
Capital Ratios
In this subsection we apply the model above to our data set and determine the capital ratio for each segment at a confidence interval of 99.9% over a one-year period and we compare them with those generated by Basel. Note that since the credit loss framework and the asset correlation assumptions are the same for the two approaches, the differences are mainly due to future margin income accounting. We compute our results under two assumptions concerning the LGD.
Constant LGD
First, we use a constant LGD for all segments, representative of assumptions typically made for credit card portfolios; 20 the results are reported in Table 2 .
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According to the model, capital ratios for Product 1 range between 1.95% and 8.33%, while for Product 2 they range between 4.91% and 21.67%.
One interesting thing to note is that for Product 1 the ratios are relatively close to those indicated by Basel, even when taking the FMI provision into account. The ratios are higher than the model's for the first group because of the way Basel gives credit for FMI, as a fraction of the expected loss: for groups with very low expected loss, such as Group 1, the FMI credit is almost insignificant. On the other hand, according to our approach, even in the event of a tail loss, the product could generate income that, although not as large as 20 Risk Management Association (2003) reports capital ratios for different probabilities of default averaged over a number of large U.S. banks, computed under the constant LGD assumption.
21 Column (2) of the table reports the Basel capital ratios according to the "other retail" capital formula, which would apply to those segments that do not meet the FMI provision (BCBS 2003) . It is the same as the revolving retail formula, except that there is no subtraction of 75% of the expected loss and asset correlation is higher for low probabilities of default. that generated by Product 2, is still greater than what Basel assumes.
Another interesting thing to note is that for the best Product 2 risk group (group 4), the capital ratio according to our model is actually lower than that for the worst segment of Product 1, even if the probability of default is higher. This is due to the fact that the revenue that Product 2 generates is significantly higher than that of Product 1; in particular the higher revenue more than offsets the higher losses due to the higher probability of default. Basel, again because of the way it accounts for FMI, produces a monotonic capital curve. Table 3 reports the capital ratios using each segment's estimated LGD instead of a constant LGD. The LGD was estimated for each risk group as the ratio of the average net loss per defaulted account and the average daily balance per booked account over the life of the products from origination to the last month in our sample. Product 1 has in general much higher credit lines than Product 2 and a much lower average utilization rate; accounts in default, however, tend to have a higher than average balance and, therefore, even after accounting for recoveries, the LGD is high. Product 2, on the other hand, is characterized by low credit lines and high utilization rates; accounts in default cannot and do not have balances much higher than the typical average balance, and after accounting for recoveries the LGD is low.
Product-Specific LGD
With the LGD differentiated by risk group, the capital ratios are significantly different from those in Table 2 . In particular, those for Product 1 are now much higher, whereas those for Product 2 are significantly lower. Aside from the magnitude of the capital ratios, note the qualitative fact that now it is not just our model that says group 4 should have lower capital ratios than group 3, but also Basel's formula. This is the result of the combined effect of high margin income and low LGD: the latter, with respect to the constant LGD case, basically returns to the segments of Product 2 not only a share of the principal but also a corresponding share of the revenues. Note that Basel's formula approximates FMI with a percentage of the expected loss and, therefore, capital decreases one-for-one with the LGD. In our one-factor model, as the LGD decreases, capital ratios decrease faster, because FMI increases as γ decreases. Independently of our modelling assumptions, the non-monotonicity of the Basel capital curve questions the commonly held belief that products with higher probabilities of default are necessarily riskier. Importantly, it also seems to be at odds with what is known as "subprime regulatory guidance," whereby segments with FICO scores below 660 should have capital ratios two to three times higher than those for "superprime" segments.
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Given the importance of the LGD in determining the capital ratios, an interesting question to ask is whether a segment's LGD can be controlled by the lending institution, at least to some extent, at the outset. Of course, once lending is extended and default is suspected or under way, aggressive account management practices and recovery strategies might help reduce the LGD. However, a careful selection of the credit limit might help reduce the LGD ex ante. Lower-risk segments typically have high credit limits. Performing accounts use only a fraction of that credit limit, so the outstanding balances are smaller, and possibly much smaller, than the available credit, or "open to buy." Accounts that default, however, typically do so for amounts higher than the average outstanding balance and often close to the limit, hence producing LGDs in excess of 100% of average outstandings. Higher-risk segments, on the other hand, typically have lower credit limits, and the average outstanding balance is much closer to the available credit, producing LGDs typically lower than 100% after accounting for recoveries. The benefits of keeping credit limits under control are clear. For low risk segments, they help keep the LGD, and therefore the capital ratio, low.
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For high risk segments low limits are even more important, as the combination of high probability of defaults and high LGDs could be fatal for a lending institution, unless extremely high levels of capital are held as a cushion.
A Multi-Factor Model of the Income Statement
So far we have assumed that defaults depend on only one unnamed factor. That setup has the advantage of being relatively simple and very tractable. One shortcoming, however, is that the probability of default is the same at all times: recessions, for example, or the value of any other macroeconomic or financial variable, had no effect on defaults. In the same way, the collection of revenues and the expenses are completely independent of macroeconomic conditions. Furthermore, defaults could occur only at time T and, in general, the assumptions we made concerning the structure of the model were very strong and assumed to be stable over time.
In this section we address these issues by presenting a multi-factor model of the income statement,
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where the factors are some specified variables. We model the whole income statement of a given risk segment, since we believe, as in section 2, that economic capital should be allocated not based on credit losses but on economic losses. According to this new approach, every broad category of the income statement is modelled separately over a certain time horizon (one year in our case) and for several sub-periods of the time horizon (12 months): there will therefore be probability distributions for losses, interest income, fee revenue, etc. When aggregated, these will generate a probability distribution of earnings; the economic capital allocated to a particular segment will be the left tail of this distribution, 23 Of course there are other reasons that determine the credit limit extended to certain segments. For example, offering too low a limit to good credit risks might be impractical or impossible for an institution if the competitors are all offering higher limits.
24 Again, from an economic perspective rather than GAAP.
at a certain appropriately chosen confidence level. The fact that the income statement is modelled month by month is important because in this way capital will be held to face economic losses that could occur over periods shorter than one year and that could be missed by models that look only at events at the horizon T . We choose to estimate a relationship between each of the income statement variables and the economy, as represented by some key variables. The choice of these variables is largely dependent on the individual institution and even on the particular product. For example, losses on mortgages might be influenced by different macroeconomic variables than losses on credit cards or auto loans. From an analytic point of view, we still assume that defaults are triggered when the value of the assets of an individual falls below a certain threshold, as in the previous section. Now, however, we assume that:
where V t is the value of assets for consumers in each segment (assumed to be homogeneous),
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m j , j = 1 . . . h, is the set of driving variables, and ζ t is the idiosyncratic error for each consumer. We allow for a lag l > 0 in the model, as charge-offs can contractually occur only a number of months (usually four or six) after the default decision was actually made.
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We assume that the driving variables have a correlation matrix Σ and that ζ t ∼ N (0, 1).
The problem that we have now is to estimate the parameters δ j . This can obviously not be done directly since the assets value V is unobservable, but it can be done using a probit approach.
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We know that each segment has a probability of default p and that default will occur when assets fall below a threshold K related to p in the usual way. Then the probability of default, conditional on the realization m of the driving variables, is:
Let us denote the default rate in any give month t as x t (m t ). Then x t (m t ) will be our estimate of p t (m t ) and the parameters δ j can be estimated for each risk group. Once the coefficients are known, a probability distribution of default fractions x can then be generated.
25 Our multi-factor credit loss framework again follows Schönbucher (2002) . 26 For notational convenience we drop the subscript i to indicate each segment. Equation (26) and all other equations below will be the same for all segments but will have different parameters and possibly different sets of driving variables.
27 The assumption that l > 0 also has the advantage of considerably simplifying the analysis, as the m j,t−l are known at time t and, therefore, we do not have to worry about their distribution.
28 This is a latent variable problem and can be addressed by either probit or logit regression. 29 Note that this specification is very similar to CreditPortfolioView, a model proposed by McKinsey; see Wilson (1997) , and Crouhy et al. (2000) . That model uses a logit, rather than probit approach.
If we assume again that all consumers within a segment will carry the same balance, then the dollar loss will be L t = x t B t (1 − γ), where γ is the recovery rate. Let us denote the income statement (IS henceforth) variables other than losses for each segment at time t as s k,t , with k = 1 . . . n, where n is the number of variables that are explicitly modelled. Each of them will depend on losses (to capture the fact that the higher the losses, the lower collected revenue will be), as well as on the driving variables (to capture possible dependency of consumers' spending patterns and card usage, non-interest and interest expenses, etc. on the same driving variables). Since the loss itself depends on the driving variables, we can write the following reduced form for the IS variables:
Here denotes the error term for each IS variable for each segment and k denotes the autocorrelation coefficient of the error term. We allow again for lags, as we did for losses. Taking the possibility of autocorrelation in the error term into account is important when simulating the model. Since there is no particular theory behind a relationship such as (28), one does not have any good reason to believe that the error is pure white noise, and indeed it will most likely not be, since there are conceivably many variables that determine the behavior of consumers in relation to chargeoffs and other IS variables than those included in equation (28). If the error term is autocorrelated, and such autocorrelation is not taken into account, simulations based on an equation such as (28) will tend to systematically overor underestimate the magnitude of the variable being simulated, depending on whether the error at the starting point of the simulation is positive or negative. Estimating equation (28) with the explicit consideration of k guarantees that there will not be such systematic bias.
From an operational point of view, a linear functional form for (28) is assumed:
where it is assumed that there is just first-order autocorrelation in the error term, i.e. k,t = k k,t−1 + υ k,t . Equation (29) can be estimated in a number of ways, including maximum likelihood, two-step iterative Cochrane-Orcutt, etc. (see Hamilton (1994) or many other possible references).
Once the choice of which income statement variables to model has been made, and once the driving variables to use have been identified, the parameters in equation (29) can easily be estimated given a data set of past values of the driving and the IS variables. Simulated paths for each of the IS variables can then be generated as a function of simulated paths for the key driving variables.
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One therefore has to specify some process for each of those 30 The paths for the driving variables are simulated taking their correlation into account via a Cholesky decomposition of the correlation matrix Σ.
variables which should depend on what that variable is. For example, a stochastic process with a unit root could be a good approximation for GDP, unemployment, etc. If interest rates are among the h driving variables, however, some information about the future values of rates for any given maturity is contained in the current yield curve; a better framework than a random walk could therefore be the one proposed by Hull and White (1990) or any of the many other term structure models available in the literature (see Hull, 1997 for a survey).
Once simulated paths for all the h driving variables have been generated and the relationships in (29) between the income statement variables and the macro variables have been estimated, a simulated path for earnings can easily be generated by adding together all the income statement variables:
where θ denotes earnings and the income statement variables are taken with the appropriate sign (i.e., positive for revenues and negative for expenses and losses). Equation (30) makes explicit the fact that the resulting paths for earnings will depend on the simulated conditions of the economy through the regression parameters β, ρ, and δ and through the correlation matrix Σ among the driving variables. If sufficiently many paths for earnings are generated, a probability distribution function for θ, F (θ; β, δ, ρ, Σ), can be estimated. Then the capital that a firm will hold is:
where α is an appropriately chosen percentile, such as 99.9%. As in the one-factor case, equation (31) says that the capital ratio will be the left α-tail of the distribution of earnings; if simulated earnings for some reason turn out to be always positive, capital will be zero.
Capital Ratios
We applied the model described in this section to our sample data set consisting of the same six risk segments used for the one-factor model. Confidentiality agreements prevent us from discussing the exact variables used in the estimation, the estimated parameters and other details. The capital ratios for the nine segments are reported in Table 4 , column (1), together with the capital ratios obtained in the previous section for the one-factor model with product-specific LGD (column (2)) and those generated by the Basel formula (column (3)).
The multi-factor model ratios are lower than both the Basel's and the one-factor model ratios for high credit quality segments (Product 1), and drastically so for group 1; they are higher for the other segments, especially for groups 5 and 6. Note that the non-monotonicity of the capital curve persists also in the multi-factor model, although the large ratios for groups 5 and 6 make the results more compatible with subprime guidance, not only qualitatively (in that high probability of default segments hold more capital than low probability of default segments) but also quantitatively, in that the capital ratios assigned to groups 4 to 6 are within (or even in excess of) the 1.5 to 3 times range of the capital ratios assigned to groups 1 to 3.
The way we model future margin income no doubt accounts for part of the differences in capital ratios between our multi-factor model and Basel, as was the case for the onefactor model. Here, however, the assumptions underlying the model are not the same as Basel and, therefore, several other factors can account for the discrepancies. First, consider that the estimation period contains a recession; everything else being equal, the multi-factor model says that economic conditions affect high-risk segments more than low-risk segments. Recall also that while the one-factor model contained an explicit asset correlation parameter, which was calibrated according to Basel's assumptions, the multi-factor model doesn't. The results might therefore suggest that asset correlations, at least over our estimation period, do not follow Basel's assumed pattern of declining as probabilities of default increase; they might actually increase with risk, leading to the problem discussed earlier of Basel's possibly underestimating capital for riskier segments. To further expand on this point, we show on Table 5 what we call the "implied" asset correlations. These are obtained by asking what asset correlation parameter would force Basel's formula to assign to each risk group the same capital ratio assigned by our multi-factor model.
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As one can see, not only the implied asset correlation for the groups in Product 1 (low risk) are lower than those for corresponding groups in Product 2 (higher risk), but they are also increasing with p within each product; both facts are not in agreement with Basel's assumed calibration.
Second, the multi-factor model's assumptions about the structure or the probability distribution of losses are less stringent than in the one-factor case, as the driving variables play a large role in it; it might be the case that the actual probability distribution of losses is different from the one implied by the one-factor model or Basel. This is related to the asset correlation problem discussed above, as the asset correlation parameter directly affects the shape of the probability distribution of losses, as equation (9) shows. However, the probability distribution could be different even if the real asset correlation coefficients scaled with p as postulated by Basel.
Third, the multi-factor model allows revenue to evolve randomly over time. The volatility of revenue turns out to be much higher for high-p segments than for low-p segments, 32 in part because their response to changes in macroeconomic conditions seems to be stronger. This high volatility generates some simulated paths for the various components of revenue, and for non-interest income in particular, that are well below the historical averages and hence leads to higher capital ratios. This is interesting per se, but we find it to be particularly appropriate and desirable, as it effectively forces riskier segments to hold capital in case something unforseen, such as changes in the legal or regulatory environment, cuts revenue drastically and permanently.
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The magnitude of the capital ratios generated by the model relative to Basel's poses some incentive problems. Without entering into the details about securitization, which is outside the scope of this paper, and to the extent that the results of our multi-factor model are representative of the true risks facing credit card issuers in general, we argue that there could be incentives for retail banks to take on more risky loans, or to take off balance sheet less risky ones, in a way that is not dissimilar from the situation generated by the 1988 accord currently in force. Moreover, since Basel capital charges for loans that are usually considered relatively safe, such as "platinum" credit cards, can be quite high, certain banks might be induced to opt for the standardized approach rather than the advanced IRB approach.
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Conclusions
We presented two models that could in principle be used to allocate economic capital across risk segments and compared the capital ratios with those generated by the most recent version of the Basel formula for revolving retail exposures, which allows for the recognition of future margin income in the capital calculations. We found that Basel's capital ratios are close to those generated by the one-factor model for low-risk segments. Moreover, both sets of capital ratios, which are based on similar assumptions, sometimes generate counterintuitive capital ratios. Specifically, the capital ratios of risk segments with high probability of default can be lower than those for segments with low probability of default, if the loss-given-default for the former is significantly lower and the revenue they generate significantly higher. The multifactor model ties the capital ratios to economic conditions and relaxes many assumptions and generates capital ratios that are more in agreement with the common belief that low-33 For example, some countries have recently begun to question the size of the interchange fee that credit card companies and/or the international circuits such as Visa or Mastercard, collect from merchants for the privilege of allowing them to accept their card. There is no way to account for this risk in the one-factor model or in Basel, except to classify it as an operations risk. We prefer to think about it as an economic risk, as it affects the business directly rather than being incidental to it.
34 Other authors have found incentive problems with the new accord. Notably, Altman and Saunders (2001) found that reliance on agency ratings rather than internal ratings could produce cyclically lagging capital requirements. Calem and LaCour-Little (2001) argue that appropriate risk-based capital ratios for mortgage loans are generally below current regulatory ratios and may help explain the high degree of securitization of those loans. Kupiec (2001a Kupiec ( , 2001b observes that, given the current proposed calibration, IRB banks will tend to concentrate on high quality lending, whereas standardized approach banks will tend to concentrate on risky lending, and that IRB banks will tend to prefer loans that are more likely to default in recessions.
credit-risk segments should hold less capital than high-credit-risk segments. In addition, the capital ratios obtained from the multi-factor model could indicate that Basel's assumptions about how asset correlations change with the probability of default might be inaccurate, especially at the low and high end of the credit spectrum. 
